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Considerations in
providing NAV facilities to
individuals
Meyer C. Dworkin & Christopher W. Holt
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP
Background
Credit facilities available to private equity funds follow one of two general forms:
“Subscription Facilities” and “NAV Facilities”.
Subscription Facilities – also referred to as “subscription line” or “capital call” facilities
– are a common structure for many newly-formed funds with significant unfunded capital
commitments. The fund’s obligations under a Subscription Facility are secured by all of the
fund’s rights with respect to the capital commitments of its investors; most fundamentally, the
ability to call capital from such investors and the proceeds of such capital calls. Availability
under these facilities is subject to a borrowing base, calculated as an agreed advance rate
against the unfunded capital commitments of certain highly-rated (or otherwise creditworthy)
“included” investors. Subscription Facilities have become an increasingly important tool for
funds early in their life-cycle, providing funds flexibility and speed in making investments by
having the lender “bridge” the period between the date of an (initial) investment and the date
on which the fund calls and receives capital from its investors as long-term capital.
Subscription Facilities are, however, unavailable as a source of financing to many funds,
either because the fund’s organisational documents do not permit (or, in certain cases, do
not permit critical structural aspects of) such facilities, or the fund has already invested a
significant portion of its capital (and/or its “investment period” has ended), leaving it with
insufficient unfunded commitments against which to borrow (and/or significant restrictions
on calling any such capital). In these cases, private equity funds have generally turned to
“NAV Facilities” – also known as “asset backed” or “net asset value” facilities – to meet
their ongoing financing needs.
NAV Facilities, in contrast to Subscription Facilities, are backed by the fund’s investment
portfolio. In the most common structures provided to “fund-of-funds”, these investments
are primarily equity interests in hedge funds and private equity funds, typically purchased in
the secondary market. Availability under NAV Facilities is similarly subject to a borrowing
base, but here calculated using the net asset value of qualifying fund interests satisfying
specific eligibility and investment criteria, and adjusted for customary concentration limits.
If at any time, the ratio of (x) outstanding loans to (y) the borrowing base exceeds a specified
threshold, the borrower will be required to prepay loans (or take other agreed actions) to
restore compliance with the agreed maximum ratio.
GLI – Fund Finance 2020, Fourth Edition
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An interesting market development over the past few years has been the expansion of NAV
Facility borrowers to include high net-worth individuals and family offices with significant
hedge fund and private equity fund investment portfolios.1 These borrowers utilise the
proceeds of such NAV Facilities to either make general distributions to the ultimate owner
of the investments or finance other, unrelated investments, in each case without liquidating
– and thereby retaining the future upside to – the underlying investment portfolio.
In this chapter, we examine the typical structure of, and collateral securing, such NAV
Facilities provided to individuals. And, importantly, we focus on issues to consider – and
potential solutions – when providing such NAV Facilities.
Structure and collateral: NAV Facilities
As noted above, NAV Facilities “look down” to the underlying investment portfolio as the
credit support for the financing. In a typical NAV Facility for an individual, the individual
establishes one or more special purpose vehicles (“SPVs”) to obtain the financing and hold
the underlying fund interests included in the borrowing base. Where structured with a
single SPV, the SPV will act as the borrower of the NAV Facility and provide a pledge of
all assets of the SPV (other than the underlying fund interests) to the lender to secure its
obligations under the NAV Facility. In turn, the individual will pledge 100% of the equity
interests of the NAV Facility borrower (the “Equity Interest Collateral”).2
This pledge of the Equity Interest Collateral provides NAV Facility financing sources, upon
the occurrence of an event of default, with the right to exercise secured creditor remedies
with respect to the equity interests of the SPV. This includes the right to foreclose upon or
sell such equity interests in accordance with the uniform commercial code (“UCC”) or other
applicable law and/or manage an orderly disposition of the underlying portfolio investments
via a power of attorney typically granted under the NAV Facility documentation. To
perfect the collateral grant, UCC financing statements are filed against both the controlling
individual and SPV borrower, and the parties enter into control agreements in favour of the
lender with respect to all applicable deposit or securities accounts.3
Issues to consider in NAV Facilities provided to individuals or family offices
Evidence of ownership of portfolio investments
A fundamental structural element of NAV Facilities is that the borrower owns the underlying
portfolio investments included in the borrowing base. Unlike liquid equity or debt securities
credited to a securities or brokerage account, there is no simple mechanism for lenders to
verify such ownership. As such, as a condition precedent to funding any NAV Facility,
lenders will require satisfactory evidence of the borrower’s ownership of the portfolio
investments.
In NAV Facilities provided to private equity funds, such evidence often takes the form of
an accountants’ certification provided in connection with the most recent audited/reviewed
financial statements of the borrower. This approach is not feasible in many NAV Facilities
provided to individuals, however, as individuals often prepare a single consolidated tax
return; they do not prepare financial statements – and, thus, their accountants do not conduct
any such audit – solely at the borrower level.
To address this gap and give lenders comfort as to the borrower’s ownership of the
underlying portfolio, individuals should, at a minimum, be required to provide lenders
with recent periodic account statements from the underlying portfolio investment sponsor
GLI – Fund Finance 2020, Fourth Edition
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naming the borrower as the limited partner (or other applicable equityholder) and stating the
current capital account balance of the investment.
In addition, especially with respect to large investments to be included in the borrowing base,
lenders may require that the individual obtain written confirmation from the general partner
(or similar managing entity) of the underlying portfolio investments as to the borrower’s
ownership (and capital account balance) as of the closing date. Such communication may
be a formal certification, or as informal as a response by such general partner to an email or
other written communication from the borrower, copying the lender, requesting confirmation
of the borrower’s current capital account balance with respect to the relevant investment.
Finally, where the individual has retained a third-party advisor, administrator or similar
custodian to manage the portfolio, lenders may also seek a written certification, confirmation
and/or recent capital account balance statements from such third party.
A related concern of lenders in NAV Facilities is ensuring that the portfolio investments
remain owned by the borrower – and thus appropriately included in the borrowing base
– throughout the life of the financing. While private equity funds may be able to provide
satisfactory evidence of such ownership through periodic accountant certifications together
with ongoing financial reporting, as noted above, this may not be feasible for individuals.
In such cases, lenders may require the individual to instruct underlying general partners
(or similar entities) to include the lender as an “interested party” on all account statements,
activity reports and other correspondence with respect to the applicable portfolio
investments, ensuring that lenders receive both periodic confirmations as well as real-time
updates as to any changes in the portfolio investment.
NAV-specific representations, covenants and events of default
As is typical in most financings, borrowers under NAV Facilities are required to periodically
make representations and warranties and continuously comply with affirmative and negative
covenants, the breach of which results in the occurrence of event of default under the NAV
Facility and provides lenders with the right to exercise secured creditor remedies.
In addition to customary representations and covenants as to the borrower’s organisation
and activities, NAV Facilities include portfolio investment-specific provisions, including
representations as to: (x) the borrower’s ownership of the portfolio investments included
in the borrowing base; and (y) the portfolio investment documentation not prohibiting
the individual’s pledge of equity interests in the borrower or limiting the lender’s right
to foreclose on such equity interests or exercise other creditor remedies (collectively, the
“NAV-Specific Representations”).
In addition, in order to ensure the integrity of the structure, NAV Facilities will contain
negative covenants prohibiting the borrower from: (x) incurring liens on the portfolio
investments; (y) making distributions or dividends of the portfolio investments to the
individual; and (z) selling or otherwise disposing of any portfolio investment, in each case
subject to limited exceptions (collectively, the “NAV-Specific Covenants”).
In contrast to NAV Facilities provided to private equity funds – in which lenders often rely
upon an extended course of financial dealings with the sponsor and the practical reality
that “repeat-player” sponsors would suffer significant reputational risk and exclusion from
the financing market as a result of an intentional breach of NAV Facilities – a lender to an
individual will often not be able to rely on such a time-tested relationship. In particular, an
individual viewing the NAV Facility as a one-time event may not ascribe the same value to
its reputational risk in those markets.
GLI – Fund Finance 2020, Fourth Edition
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There are a few potential mechanisms for borrowers to address this concern. First, the
individual (or, in the case of a family office, additional individuals, trusts or other estate
planning entities) may provide a personal guarantee of the NAV Facility. As individuals
typically view NAV Facilities as “limited recourse” financings, in which lenders have claims
solely against the borrower and its portfolio investments (but not the individual and its other
assets), they are reluctant to provide full and unconditional guarantees of the NAV Facility.
Rather, such guarantees are most typically structured as contingent, “bad boy”, guarantees
under which the individual is liable for all obligations under the NAV Facility upon (or, in
certain cases, an indemnification of the lender’s actual costs and losses arising from) the
occurrence of certain specified “trigger” events, including one or more of: (i) a voluntary
or involuntary bankruptcy or insolvency event with respect to the borrower; (ii) any breach
of the NAV-Specific Representations or NAV-Specific Covenants; (iii) any breach of any
other representation or covenant to the extent such breach impairs (in a material adverse
respect) the lender’s security interest in the collateral or ability to be repaid; and/or (iv) any
gross negligence, bad faith, wilful misconduct, intentional misrepresentation or omission
of a material fact.
A second more proscriptive, but effective, approach is to require the individual to appoint
an independent director, manager or administrator for the borrower. Such independent
third party would be responsible for monitoring any non-ordinary course activities of the
borrower, and its consent would be required under the borrower’s organisational documents
to sell, distribute or otherwise transfer any underlying portfolio investment, incur liens on
the portfolio investments or engage in any similar transaction that may impact the lender’s
collateral and rights or remedies under the NAV Facility, including by seeking protection
against the lender through a voluntary bankruptcy filing. Under such structure, any sale
distribution, transfer, lien or similar transaction effected by individual/borrower without the
consent of such third party would be ultra vires and, thus, an unenforceable violation of the
borrower’s organisational documents.
Individual ownership of portfolio investments
In addition to the primary items noted above, a number of specific issues arise as a result of
the (ultimate) ownership of the portfolio investments by an individual. First, lenders under
NAV Facilities to individuals may have well-established banking or other relationships
with the individual. Thus, notwithstanding the intended “limited recourse” nature of such
financings, lenders should consider including a “key man” provision that, upon the death or
incapacity of the individual, permits the lender to either accelerate the loans and exercise
its creditor remedies or unilaterally adjust the NAV Facility to address the impact of such
death or incapacity.
A further, related issue arises where the individual provides a personal guarantee of the NAV
Facility (whether full or “bad boy”). While the guarantee itself may be drafted to make
clear that it is intended to be binding on the estate of a deceased guarantor,4 creditors of a
deceased individual may be required to follow jurisdiction-specific steps to enforce their
claims against the fiduciary of a decedent’s estate.5 In some cases, it may also be the case
that no such fiduciary will be appointed because, for example, all of the individual’s assets
have been transferred during lifetime to a revocable trust that becomes irrevocable at death.
Accordingly, lenders may wish to familiarise themselves with the guarantor’s estate plan
and to, once again, consider including a “key man” provision triggered by the death of the
guarantor or the failure of an acceptable successor to expressly assume the related guarantee
obligation within some reasonable period of time following the death of the guarantor.
GLI – Fund Finance 2020, Fourth Edition
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Finally, lenders should be aware of the potential implications of a personal bankruptcy
filing by an individual.6 In certain instances, bankruptcy courts may extend the “automatic
stay” protection applicable to the individual (as debtor) to non-debtor entities owned
and controlled by the individual on the premise that claims against assets owned by the
individual debtor (even through a separate and distinct entity) are in effect claims against
that individual.7 Even where such stay is so extended, and absent substantive consolidation
of the borrower with the individual, the lender’s claim against the SPV borrower should still
be structurally senior to any claims of creditors directly against the individual.
Taken together, while a lender may be subject to delay in exercising its rights and remedies
in the case of a personal bankruptcy of the individual, the lender should ultimately be able
to realise against the collateral held and pledged by the borrower entity on a senior basis to
the extent the lender’s security interest in the collateral has been perfected on a first priority
basis.
Conclusion
As individuals increasingly explore the potential options for financing their hedge fund
and private equity fund portfolios, we expect that an increasing number of individuals and
other non-fund borrowers will seek to use NAV Facilities for a growing range of purposes,
and with increasingly varied collateral and structural considerations. To ensure that lenders
are appropriately protected in providing NAV Facilities to individuals, we expect to see
further developments in structural and documentary protections to address this growth and
evolution in the complexity of such financings.
***
Endnotes
1.

2.

3.

4.

For purposes of this article, we refer solely to investment portfolios held by highnet-worth individuals, although the specific organisational structure will differ in each
case, based largely on the estate planning of such high net-worth individual, and often
include both trusts and other corporate entities.
In contrast, in a “double-SPV” structure, a “holdings” SPV is established to hold the
equity interests of the borrower, and most typically provides a “downstream” guarantee
of the borrower’s obligations under the NAV Facility, securing such guarantee with a
pledge of both such equity interests, as well as the deposit and securities accounts into
which distributions on and proceeds of the underlying portfolio investments are paid.
Where the portfolio investments underlying a NAV Facility are equity interests in
hedge funds – rather than private equity funds – lenders will often require that interests
be credited to a securities account, thereby creating a “securities entitlement” in favour
of the borrower/customer which borrowers, in turn, pledge to lenders and perfect under
the UCC upon entry into control agreements. Importantly, under this structure, upon
an event of default, the lenders’ remedies include directing the applicable securities
intermediary to redeem the underlying hedge fund interests, pursuant to the terms of
the underlying fund documentation.
One straightforward method to do so is to expressly provide in the relevant instrument
that the guarantee is binding on both successors and assigns of the individual as well as
on “the heirs and legal and personal representatives” of the individual.
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5.

6.

7.
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After the death an individual, a court of competent jurisdiction (e.g., where the
individual was domiciled at death) may appoint a fiduciary (e.g., executor, administrator,
personal representative, etc.) responsible for the payment of the decedent’s debts and
other obligations as part of the settlement of the decedent’s estate. Some jurisdictions
may require creditors of a deceased individual to file proofs of claim with the relevant
fiduciary within a specified period, or have special statutes of limitation applicable to
claims against the decedent’s estate intended to facilitate the efficient settlement of
estates. Special rules may also apply to contingent claims.
We note that for purposes of this article we have assumed a U.S. bankruptcy and estate
administration regime. In NAV Facilities provided to non-U.S. domiciled borrowers or
guarantors, appropriate precautions and advice should be sought.
Factors that courts will look to in substantively consolidating the borrower entity
with the controlling individual include whether customary corporate separateness
formalities were complied with by the borrower and the individual and creditors were
aware of their separateness or, in contrast, whether the individual simply treated the
borrower as its “alter ego”.
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